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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF BILL RELATING TO THE REFORM OF STATE
CENTRAL REGISTER PROCEDURES FOR SEALING AND AMENDMENT AND THE

STANDARD OF PROOF FOR INDICATING REPORTS

S.6327-A/A.8060-A

AN ACT to amend the social services law, in relation to the standard
of proof for unfounded and indicated reports of abuse or maltreatment
and the admissibility of’ reports of child abuse and maltreatment: and
to amend the social services law and the family court act, in relation to
the administration of the statewide central register of child abuse and
maltreatment

Purpose of the Bill

This bills ould amend the Social Services Lav and the Family Court Act to ensure that
adults, including parents and kinship resources for children, do not unnecessarily suffer long-term
negative consequences stemming from Statesidc Central Register (SCR) records. The bill would
remove unfair employment barriers for parents and kinship resources for children by conditionally
sealing indicated records of neglect after 8 years unless there is a subsequent indicated report.
shielding them from employers (child welfare agencies would continue to be able to vie these
records). and would allow evidence of rehabilitation regardless of shen a challenge to an SCR
record is brought. In addition, the bill ould raise the standard of evidence for indicating reports of
child abuse and neglect from some Lfl’dthIL’ evidence to a/air prePoluleraIlce of evidence.

Grounds for Support

The Legal Aid Society is the nation’s largest and oldest provider of legal services to lo
income families and individuals, The Society operates three major Legal practices—Civil. Criminal
and Juvenile Rights—providing comprehensive legal services throughout New York City. The
Legal Aid Society’s Juvenile Rights Practice represents some ninety percent of the children who
appear before the Nev York City Family Courts in all five boroughs. serving as the attorney for the
children in approximately 30,000 proceedings annually in Family Court dealing with abuse, neglect.
juvenile delinquency, and other proceedings affecting children’s rights and welfare. Our perspective
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comes from daily contact with children and their families, and frequent interactions ith the courts.
social service providers, and State and City agencies whose practices impact our clients and their
families. In addition to representing many thousands of children each year in trial and appellate
courts. The Legal Aid Society pursues impact litigation and other law reform initiatives on behalfof
our clients.

Day in and day out. at The Legal Aid Society zealously advocate for marginalized.
disenfranchised and oppressed communities. We know that these injustices are rooted in racial
inequities that permeate every part of our legal system—the child welfare system is no exception.
For decades, black and Latinx families in Ne York City and throughout New York State have been
unfairly and vastly overrepresented in this system. In New York State. black children are 2.3 times
more likely to be involved in an SCR report than white children. 2.3 times more likely to be involved
in an indicated report. 4.9 times more likely to be admitted to foster care, and 4.9 times more likely
to be in foster care.1 The time is ripe to examine and address the role the Statewide Central Register
(SCR) plays in perpetuating this injustice.

Problems With the Present State Central Register

Under the current system, it is very easy for a person to be placed on the SCR. but difficult
for them to be removed. In order for a case to be “indicated” on the SCR. a finding that there is
some credible evidence of abuse or neglect is all that is required .An indicated 5CR report therefore
does not reflect hethcr any petition as ever filed against the person in Family Court. nor does it
reflect whether the Family Court ever issued a finding against the person for abuse or neglect. The
current standard of come credible evidence does not require CPS investigators to consider
exculpaton evidence or even to weigh all the available evidence. In contrast, the proposed Jiifr
flrL’poII(ler(II7cC of evidence standard holds that reports be indicated only hen abuse or neglect

more likely than not” occurred. New York is one of only a handful of states with such a lo
standard: forty-one states currently have a higher standard of evidence.2

Moreover, all indicated reports are maintained and made available to potential employers for
ten years after the eighteenth birthday of the youngest child included in the report. This could mean
up to twenty-eight years of curtailed employment opportunities and opportunities to care for children
for a person with an SCR record, regardless of the nature of the allegation. Given the serious
repercussions that flow from inclusion on the SCR. it is important that there be a higher standard of
proof as well as fair and efficient procedures for an individual to be removed from the register.

Through our representation of children in Family Court. we often represent clients who have
been removed from their parents and whose interests would be best served through placement in
kinship foster care. in Kinship Guardianship (KinGAP). or through adoption by a family member.

https:>ocfs.n.go main bcm:DMR_Sectioto20Seen°n20oPo2OGmnt°o2ORFP_2Ol5.pdf.
1 Twenty-one states use a preponderance of evidence standard: only eight states other than Ne York currently use a
credible evidence standardS Se U.S. Department of Health & Human 5CR ices Children’s Bureau. .1 taking and Screening
1&’priris u/C hdd.lhusc and .\egleel. retrieved from https:’ws.childwelfare.ov!pubpdfsrepproc.pdf.
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Indeed, it is universally accepted that children are better able to cope vsith the trauma of removal
from their parents when they are placed into roster care with suitable kin or other persons with
hom they already have strong relationships (together tin resources”). However, these potential
kin resources are often found ineligible to care for our clients due to their own 5CR histories or those
ofaduk household members. 16 NYCRR § 421.16(n); 443.2(b)(9) (giving local social services
agencies the discretion to deny certification of a potential foster parent or approval of a potential
adoptive parent based upon the parent or adult household member’s 5CR history).

Consider Ms. S.’s case: When Ms. S.’s two grandchildren. ages two and seven, entered foster
care. Ms. S. as eager to take them into her home. Although she lives on a tight budget. she did
everything that she could to prepare her home for her grandchildren. However. Ms. S’s application
to be a foster parent to these young children as denied due to her 5CR history. Most of that history
occurred in the I 980s and I 990s --over tenty years ago -- when Ms. S struggled with drug
addiction. Since then she has completed drug treatment and has been substance free. Yet she cannot
foster her own grandchildren because of these decades old records. As a result. the children are in
jeopardy of being placed in a stranger’s home. further disconnecting them from their family and
community and further disrupting their jives.

Ms. S. ‘s case is not unusual: it is common for kin resources to be prevented from caring for
our clients because of SCR records that should be deemed irrelevant. Ensuring a higher standard of
proof and fair and efficient procedures to clear SCR records, therefore. ill reduce unnecessary
barriers preventing kin resources like Ms. S. from providing homes for our clients.

A higher standard of proof and fair and efficient procedures to clear SCR records will also
benefit our clients because it ill prevent unjustified collateral consequences and open up additional
employment opportunities for many of their parents. A parent’s indicated SCR report currently can
prevent them from being employed in a wide range ofjobs. including those ithout direct contact
with children. By providing for the automatic sealing of less serious records after eight years and by
strengthening the opportunity to challenge all SCR records. the proposed bill will benetit the parents
and caregivers of our clients and indirectly benefit our clients as well.

The Provisions of the Proposed Bills

This proposal modifies the state fair hearing procedures. hich are used to amend or
challenge SCR records, in three main ways to increase efficiency and fairness. First, it improves
coordination of the outcomes of Family Court proceedings (when such proceedings have been
brought) with SCR records. This bill would permit a challenge to the SCR record after disposition of
any related Family Court proceeding and would provide for automatic amendment of the SCR record
in cases here a Family Court determines that there is no basis to find abuse or neglect.

Second. the bill allows for the consideration of the relevance of the SCR record to
employment and evidence of rehabilitation in all cases regardless of when a fair hearing is initiated.
Under the current law, evidence of rehabilitation is only considered if subjects request a hearing
within 90 days of notice of the indicated case. However, fair hearings are often requested and held
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years later, when there is significant evidence of rehabilitation (for example. documentation of
compliance with an alcohol or drug treatment program and a track record of long-term sobriety). As
a result. this bill \\ould render the procedures morejust by ensuring that regardless of the timing of
the fair hearing, parents may demonstrate that the 5CR record is irrelevant to their potential
employment and potential kin resources. like Ms. S.. may demonstrate that their SCR record is
irrelevant to their ability to care For their related child.

Additionally, the proposed bill would establish different ramifications for allegations of
neglect than for abuse. Under the current law, indicated reports based upon allegations of either
neglect or abuse remain on the registn for up to 10 years after the youngest child in the household
turns 18. This lengthy duration for allegations of neglect is a particularly harsh and counter
productive consequence because most neglect cases are related to poverty. The burden ofan SCR
record Calls disproportionately on low-income and African American and Latinx families, and in
doing so. it systematically perpetuates racial and economic inequalities. The proposed bill would
instead require that records of indicated reports of neglect be conditionally sealed after eight years
and would limit the disclosure of such records post-sealing to child welfare and foster care agencies.
as well as child care agencies for four years after conditional sealing. These changes would strike a
better balance between ensuring the safety needs of our clients and reducing individuals’ exposure to
long-term negative consequences of an 5CR record.

Finally, the bill brings the statutory scheme in line with constitutional requirements of due
process by heightening the standard of review to a fair preponderance of evidence standard. New
York’s unusually low standard of evidence has exacerbated the unintentional harm to families of
intervention by the child welfare system. A heightened standard would ensure that baseless reports
do not generate such serious collateral consequences.

Conclusion

The proposed bill would not only make the 5CR system more just and efficient. it would also
benefit our clients by allowing more individuals to act as kin foster and adoptive parents and
improving the employment prospeas of parents and caregivers. We strongly urge you to support
these bills.
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